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Belite Chipper SS (Single Seat) 

Cabin Assembly Procedure revised April 26, 2019 

By James Wiebe 

 

1: View of Cabin under construction for Chipper SS 

 

Hey, this is going to be fun.  The cabin is easy to build, let’s get going! 
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Assembly steps: 

 Verify Cabin sub-kit inventory using the updated Bill Of Materials supplied with your kit. 

 Review and understand all instructions before proceeding. 

 This cabin has two pieces of honeycomb, under the seat.  If you want to fill the edges, do it 

before your construction begins.  You don’t have to, but it will make your finished product look 

nicer (and heavier – do not fill for Part 103 ultralight!).  Here are the rules:   

a. You may fill with Bondo or other lightweight filler and sanded.  We’ve found Bondo filling to 

go very quickly and is very easy to sand.  Other fillers are available which are lighter; use 

whatever you are comfortable with but ensure first by testing that the filler bonds 

tenaciously to the honeycomb core and is sandable to a perfect smooth appearance. 

b. You may cover with aluminum tape.  This is more appropriate for ultralights. 

c. Be aware, it is far easier to prepare and fill the edges prior to assembly. 

Within this sub-manual, we will not mention honeycomb edge filling again.  You are expected to 

follow the afore mentioned rules.  Please follow the rules. 

 Rivets aren’t included.  You are responsible for verifying that the rivet is the correct length for 

the job.  Please review an online resource in determining rivet length.  There are many such 

places to learn how to determine grip length – one I like is: 

http://catalog.chicagorivet.com/Asset/Find-Rivet-Length.pdf 

 

 All honeycomb, angle, gusset, drill holes, wood, aluminum edges, etc…   needs to be deburred 

and cleaned or sanded and fitted prior to assembly.  In order to speed the instruction sequence, 

we will omit this very important mention for each step.  You are responsible for deburring, 

cleaning, lightly sanding, filing, etc., for all components.  Metal edges and faces that are to be 

glued must be cleaned with acetone, then sanded, then cleaned again with acetone. 

 

 Lengths of all angle parts and tubes are determined by the callouts in the CAD, drawings and this 

build manual.  You need to cut to length from the raw material provided.  Use a bandsaw or a 

hacksaw. 

http://catalog.chicagorivet.com/Asset/Find-Rivet-Length.pdf
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Grab the side wood pieces and the firewall, mid cabin, and rear cabin pieces of wood.  That’s a total of 

five pieces of wood.  The 6mm are shown in dark brown and the ½ inch parts are shown in light green: 

 

2:  Left and right sides of cabin along with firewall, mid cabin and rear cabin pieces 

 The left and right sides are symmetrical and identical. 

 Make sure they fit together, by carefully dressing the internal angles of the slots and tabs.  You 

can use a fine kerf saw or a file to dress the internal edges. 

 Glue all five parts together using Titebond III glue and a lot of clamps.  Titebond III is a 

waterproof wood glue, available at all home improvement stores.  Other wood glues can also be 

used, but Titebond III excels because it is waterproof after it is set. 

 Check alignment and angles so that everything is square.  Obviously the side panels curve in to 

the firewall – check for symmetry on the alignment before the glue sets.  For extra credit, you 

can dress the sides of the firewall so that the angle matches the curve. 

 (Due to the limitations of the CAD package, the CAD does not show the side wood pieces curving 

into the firewall in this our pictures.  Our apologies.) 

 Allow glue to set before removing clamps. 
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3:  Top view showing thinwall aluminum tubing 

 

 Cut each one of the thinwall aluminum tubes, deburr, and glue in place using FuzeIt construction 

adhesive.  FuzeIt is available at all major home improvement stores.  Tip:  FuzeIt can be 

accelerated and will cure faster if catalyzed with a very light mist of water.  You can read more in 

the detailed instructions on the Fuzeit tube.  This is a recommended process and is mandatory if 

using Fuzeit to bond a metal face to another metal face. 

 Make sure every piece of aluminum is cleaned acetone, then with sandpaper or scotchbrite, 

then cleaned again with acetone prior to gluing.  This is mandatory for anything metallic being 

glued, but will not be mentioned again.   

 For the general door frame area, the top tubes are 26.58”; the front are 15.75”; the door sill is 

33.40”; the rear is 34.25”.  Check the following pic. 
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4:  Aluminum tubes around door. 

 In the forward area of the cabin, the tubes are 17.5”; 16.5”, 20.75”, 22.5”, and 20.0”. 

 

5: Forward cabin area thinwall aluminum tubing. 
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 Each of the top thickwall aluminum square tubes is 30” long.  Glue the rear one using several 

clamps to the plywood, using Fuzeit.  Tack glue the front one in place as well.  It will be 

subsequently secured with gussets.  Make sure the tubes are centered. 

 

6:  Top 30” thickwall aluminum tubes in place. 

 Also glue the heavy angle in place at the bottom rear of the fuselage, using FuzeIt.  It is also 

30.0” long.  Use lots of clamps.  Make sure it is centered. 

 Allow glue to set overnight. 

 Remove clamps. 
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7: bottom angle in place and clamps removed the following day. 

 Put a rivet in every 2” along all of the aluminum tubes (with one general exception, see next 

step).  The rivet will go through the wood and the inside face of the aluminum tubing.  This 

includes the heavy aluminum tube on the top rear of the cabin.  It also includes the angle on the 

bottom. 

 Do not rivet the forward face of the tubes at the base or sides of the firewall frame; you’ll rivet 

these when you install the firewall. 

 The underseat honeycomb aluminum is glued into place using 1” angles.  The honeycomb 

aluminum is 3” x 24.5” and 4.25” x 24.5” (0.75” thick).  The angles will be further bolted utilizing 

the finishing kit hardware, but not at this time! 

 The rear spacing is 13.5”, the front spacing is 23.7” as shown in one of the following illustrations. 
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8:  Honeycomb from top side 

 

9: Honeycomb from bottom side showing measurement 
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 There are six aluminum gussets for the top of the cabin and the base of the windshield.  You will 

need to bend four out of six of the gussets.  After drilling out to underlying tubes, also 

deburring, rivet in place at all points. 

 

10: Six gussets, shown *without* required bends 

 

11: Floor pan  

 Fit the floor pan in place; drill and cleco; deburr.  When you are pleased with the fit, glue with 

FuzeIt (use the clecos to secure while glue cures.)   

 After the glue has cured, remove the clecos and rivet. 
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12: Top pan 

 The top pan needs to have two bends prior to installation.  The forward bend is down, and the 

rear bend is up.  To make the bends, use a bend brake tool OR clamp the metal between a 

couple of hardware boards to assist with making a clean bend. 

 After ensuring a great fit, in a manner similar to what you just did on the bottom pan, glue with 

Fuzeit. 

 Rivet the pan to the side tubes and to the rear wood.  Do not rivet to the firewall frame, because 

you will rivet the firewall as well later in the building process. 

 

Congrats!  Your cabin is now complete and ready for the finishing kit, which will include installation of 

firewall, rudder pedals, brakes, control stick, and seat.  And of course, integration with the rear fuselage, 

wings, lift struts, landing gear, etc. 


